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Your Cotton, Your Choice. 

Pool Marketing Summary
December 10, 2015

 As promised, let me update everyone as to the actions taken thus far in marketing the 2015 
pool cotton.  Currently we have received approximately 50 percent of our estimated total volume.  We 
have fixed the price on 12 percent of these bales at an average of 67.5 cents.  In addition, we have 
captured an LDP on 40 percent of the cotton presently delivered with the pool averaging 5 cents. 
Assuming our total estimated volume is correct that leaves us with 94 percent still to price and 80 
percent still available for an LDP. 

We will be watching the combination of LDP and futures price for opportunities to sell.  At 
present this combination is at 68.5 cents (64.5 futures + 4 cent LDP). It has been as high as 69 cents 
in early November.  With both fundamentals and technical factors improving to support this market 
we feel there is a very good possibility this combination can better its highs. The sales basis for 
quality cotton (31-3-36 or better) is still quite strong.  Look for this to remain so as these qualities are 
beginning to be hard to find.  We will be seeking these premiums on our higher grade cotton to further 
enhance our pricing.  In our current inventory, about two-thirds fall in this category with a 41 color or 
better and 36 staple or longer. 

Historically, late November is when the cotton market tends to bottom with the supply chain 
full then slowly advances as cotton supplies get shorter.  We are prepared to take advantage of this 
while using our pricing strategy of making the most of futures, LDP, and quality premiums.  Once our 
remaining 50 percent is delivered, we will have a better idea of the overall quality of our inventory 
and can thus make price projections.  Therefore, our next equity review and progress payment 
determination is scheduled for some time in January.

Until next time, 


